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Introduction

tronic version of a printed book.” This argues that e-

A formal definition can help to unify peoples’ un-

and that they don’t have their own creative strengths.

books are not their own medium, that their purpose is
simply to create an alternative version of a printed text,

derstanding of what something is. The definition of e-

This essay will argue the opposite. By exploring the

books, however, will also work to illustrate how our cur-

many facets of e-books I will attempt to answer the

rent perception of e-books creates an environment

question of whether or not we should think of e-books

that limits their scope and potential.

as a separate medium from printed books.

Google, define e-book: “An electronic version of a printed book that can be read on
a computer or handheld device designed
specifically for this purpose.”
This is the definition that appears when you type “define e-book” into Google, so it can be safely assumed
that this is the definition most people are finding when
they look it up. Is this definition completely wrong?
No. E-books are texts that are read on digital devices,
of course. The section that no longer feels appropriate
to me, though, is that an e-book is simply “an elec1

Annotating

ration of the different forms of interactivity that an ebook allows, but in this section I will focus on annotation.

The idea of readers interacting with texts is not

For many, annotating texts is one of the great

one that has only appeared with the recent advent of

pleasures of reading. Being able to draw, write, under-

e-books. The size of the book, the type of paper, the

line, and highlight are things that books have allowed

choice of font, the ability to write on pages, the inclu-

us to do since their conception. The main difference

sion of illustrations, the creation of choose-your-own-

with e-books then is their ability to organize that infor-

adventure books, even the making of pop-up books:

mation. If you were to fully annotate a book, even if

these are all attempts and strategies to allow a reader

you had an incredibly organized system, it would still

to interact with the printed text that they are holding.

take much effort to navigate. You would have to flip
through many pages searching for annotations, you

E-books can not achieve some of these goals,

would have to try and remember where your under-

there is no way to feel your progress through a book as

lined quotes were, and perhaps you would even have

the pages between you and the back cover grow

to create an index of quotes for yourself. “Electronic

shorter and shorter, for example, but they do have the

bookmarks are searchable, indexable and shareable.

ability to create whole new ways of interaction. Interac-

Of the thousands of dog-ears I've made in books over

tivity is one of the key elements that make e-books dis-

the years, the ones I might actually return to are those

tinct from printed books since the ability to touch and

that I can search for when I need them,”

have an impact on what happens isn’t possible in a

says James

Bridle in an article for The Guardian. He shares what I

printed text. In many ways this entire essay is an explo-

believe is an important part of the usability of e-books:
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they allow the reader to underline, highlight, bookmark, and add notes… and then go into an organized
menu of all of your notes. It almost feels counterintuitive to annotate a book if you then can not access
those annotations because of navigation problems or
impractical information searching.
In a letter to the New York Times, a man said that
he preferred annotating on an e-book because it was
“easier to annotate” and he didn’t “feel guilty about

What is fascinating is that many of the commenters

defacing somebody else's book, and [he was not] limited to the margins.”

started to show that e-books were a way that they felt

He is right that e-books allow

comfortable working around this emotional attachment

for unlimited annotating space, but he is also comment-

to the preservation of books.

ing on the emotional connection people feel to books.
There is guilt attached in scribbling in “real” books. In
a video I uploaded to YouTube entitled “Annotating
Your Books”

I discussed how I had started being

more liberal with annotating my books and how I refused to feel guilty for not keeping them in perfect condition. The comments exactly showed how strongly
people fought against this:
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The people that watch my videos are, gener-

from JK Rowling. As you flip through the text there are

ally, people that love books very much. They want to

small maroon-coloured quills that you can click on that

respect their books and treat them well, and so that is

open a small box of text that contains an annotation

stopping them from creating interesting annotations

from JK Rowling.

and interacting with their books. E-books can change
that, they can allow readers to interact with books in a
way that doesn’t harm their perceived value, and all in
an easy and organized way.

***

The reader’s annotations are not the only ones that
can be incorporated. Although not currently possible in
A critique of these particular texts is that the anno-

all e-book formats, since there are several different and
proprietary platforms, authors also have the ability to

tations are few and far between, and that the informa-

share annotations in a way that is not possible in

tion that they contain is not incredibly informative. The

printed texts. In the recent release of the Harry Potter

annotations are about the wizarding world, but they do

series on iBooks, they were pitched as “Enhanced Edi-

not give much new information or insight into the writ-

tions.” One of these enhancements are annotations

ing process. However, these annotations can be used
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in whatever way the author wants. If all JK Rowling
wanted to do was to share cute tidbits of information,
then that’s exactly what she did. If an author wanted to
write an annotation for every single sentence of their
work, they could do that. What e-books allow for is the
discreet but easily attainable nature of information. In a
physical book annotations would have to be completely visible, therefore cluttering the page, or would
have to be manually navigated to in a different section
in the book. In the e-book model, however, the annotations do not have to be automatically visible. They are
available for viewing, if wanted, and can then expand
out to contain a limitless amount of information, but
they can also be ignored and the reading experience
can be continued uninterrupted.
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Music

Peter Mendelson released his book “What We See
When We Read”

as a physical book (a very interest-

ing one with a crazy amount of graphic design and typographic elements) and as an “Interactive Edition” e-

Music has the ability to make us feel intense emo-

book. Mendelson is a very celebrated book cover de-

tions. Music is an art form on it’s own, but has also

signer, but he started his artistic career as a profes-

been used to enhance other art forms. In plays and

sional classical pianist. With the physical copy of his

movies the musical score is essential in changing the

book his history in piano is an interesting insight into

way that an audience perceives moments: is the audi-

the author, but it can go no further. In the e-book, how-

ence supposed to feel sad? Play some violins! Is the

ever, it can be incorporated into the project. When you

audience supposed to feel nervous? Play some bass un-

flip to the biography page, piano music (that the

dertones!

author recorded) begins to play. It feels like a warm wel-

Because of it’s nature, however, music has had a

come to the book, almost like the soft warming up of

minimal interaction with reading. The inclusion of mu-

instruments as people try to find their way to their

sic in the reading experience has nothing to do with

seats as a play is about to begin.

the text itself and is instead caused by an external influence. Perhaps you’ve gone to a poetry reading where
music is part of the show, or you’ve decided to listen
to music in an attempt to score your book yourself, but
any way that it happens it is external. E-books can
change that.
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Music and sound effects play throughout the e-

however, the line between book and film start to blur.

book. On one page a huge double-page spread

There are images and sounds that replicate, or at least

(should we think about them as pages, or is that cus-

cause us to recall, the film viewing experience.

tom only because we compare e-books to physical

The bottom line is that an incorporation of sound

books?) a large graphic pops out at us alongside boom-

allows for an entire new way of telling stories. An

ing old-timey show tune music. It adds excitement and

author could also become a composer (or at least a cu-

alarm, a physical reaction of surprise.

rator). These options could also open the possibility of
requiring a composer/curator when writing a book. The
concept of writing a book as a solitary act could expand if different elements are done by different people. Music could be used to emphasize moments, to allow for meditation… all sorts of things would become
possible! Suddenly the author doesn’t only need to
think about what the reader is reading, but also what
they’re hearing. This would intrinsically change the way
an author wrote, but only if the author is thinking of

Mendelson’s book talks about what happens when

writing specifically for an e-book. If the author contin-

we read – how we create images in our minds of char-

ues to think of an e-book as simply a different version

acters and settings when all we have is text. On this

of their written work, adding music could feel like an

specific page he touches on the fact that reading is a

after-thought. If it is part of the construction of the text,

very separate activity to watching films. In the e-book,

however, it could be used effectively and with purpose.
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Graphics

are fixed items, e-books allow for a variety of different
content. Videos, gifs, and animations can be added,
changing the book from a static object to a moving
one.

Images are not new to literature. Comic books, illustrated editions, graphic novels, decorative text,

Ariel’s Book Instagram Photos

these are all things that physical books have mastered.
Images have been clearly shown, with no compromise
to quality, and in many different ways. What can ebooks do differently?
Possibly not much. When it comes to plain images
used traditionally, the difference between physical
books and e-books is not note-worthy. When comparing a physical copy of the “Lumberjanes”

to an e-

book version, I prefer the physical copy. Although the
pictures on the digital version are extremely crisp and
backlit, the screen isn’t accommodating to the tall na-

Even static images can be made more interesting by using interactive image galleries, which allow the creator
to put multiple photos in the same location, therefore
maximizing space.

ture of comic books, causing disorientation as you
zoom in and out to clearly see pictures.
Static images are not the only type of graphic information that exists, however. Unlike physical books that
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physical books is that when creating an e-book an immense amount of graphical content can be added at
no extra cost. This is extremely different to physical
books that would suddenly cost much more to print,
and may therefore be discouraged or compromised.
Interactive Gallery of an Instagram by Ariel Bissett:
Like with text, ebooks allow for a similar type of limitless
but organized photo annotation.
Honor Girl by Maggie
Thrash

In this cookbook, “Tasting Table: Chef’s Recipes”
it is possible to see one of the uses of video integration.
Like in an ordinary cookbook, the recipe lists the
ingredients and directions, but there is then a video

Plutona #1 by Jeﬀ
Lemire

available that guides you through the steps. YouTube
tutorials are a fantastic source of free education and assistance, and this type of video integration capitalizes

Scented Candle

on that excellent education model.
When it comes to graphics, I believe one of the
most interesting differences between e-books and
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Arguments
Against E-books

POLL: Interactive features like polls can work to fight
against what Mangen found in her study by creating moments that help with retention.
How many books can one tree make? (If you read
this amount of e-books, you can save a tree!)

It is no secret that e-books are often seen as sec-

ond to physical books. What I want to highlight is that

A. 1-5

these problems are only problems when e-books are

B. 10-30

held to the expectations of printed books; it is only
through comparison that these things become classi-

C. 50-100

fied as deficiencies.

D. 100-1000

1/ Retention:

E. One if he has a good idea

In a 2012 study titled “Reading Linear Texts on PaCheck Answer

per versus Computer Screen: Effects on Reading Comprehension,” Anne Mangen found that “students who

Screens,” Ferris Jabr references a study that shows

read texts in print scored significantly better on [a] read-

how our brains create mental maps of pages and our

ing comprehension test than students who read the
texts digitally.”

remembering of information is helped by remember-

It would appear that the anecdotal ar-

ing where it was in on a page. Jabr explains that “both

gument that “I find that I remember more when I read

anecdotally and in published studies, people report

it in print!” is true. Similarly, in his article “The Reading

that when trying to locate a particular piece of written

Brain in the Digital Age: The Science of Paper versus
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information they often remember where in the text it

These problems seem to me to support the idea

appeared… we remember that we read about Mr.

that physical books and e-books are two separate medi-

Darcy rebuffing Elizabeth Bennett on the bottom of the

ums that achieve different things. Both have different

left-hand page in one of the earlier chapters.”

tools and strengths that will allow them to achieve similar things (for example, retaining information or paying

2/ Attention:

attention) by different strategies (by being separate

In what has become a landmark article, Nicholas

from the internet versus by harnessing the internet, for

Carr’s “Is Google Making Us Stupid?”, Carr argues that

example).

because of the fragmentary nature of reading online,

While these seem to be problems, they are only

distraction-filled pages, and an abundance of short-

problems when compared to the advantages of physi-

form information, we’ve lost our ability to focus on a
long text for any amount of time.

cal books. Understanding that retention and attention

Many e-books are

are weaknesses of e-books, creators of e-books need

read on laptops or tablets where notifications from ex-

to be more inventive with the ways that they present in-

ternal applications can buzz into the reading experi-

formation. In the Music section we explored how music

ence. The internet is just a few clicks away, and there-

could be used to enhance reading, but it could also

fore e-books have to battle for attention just like the

have the added benefit of helping with memory. Inter-

click-bait filled internet. Again, this is a reality of the

active photos could be used to help as illustrated in

medium and environment in which the e-book finds it-

the Graphics section, or polls like the one in this sec-

self, and authors can manipulate different forms of at-

tion. Once a weakness has been identified solutions

tention to influence the content.

can be found.
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The Democracy
of E-books

In “Writing Space,” Jay David Bolter argues that
“few authors today aspire to publish a first novel on
the Internet (it is too easy).”

It is fascinating that the

very thing that makes e-books interesting, their freedom to create and distribute without restriction, strips

What fascinates me most about e-books, what I

away their prestige. The literary world is saturated with

think is their most important function and feature, is

the desire to be taken seriously and e-books ruin the

that they are free (so long as an author has access to a

elite nature of publishing. No one has to submit their

computer and the internet) to produce, publish, and ac-

books to be approved. No one has to edit or change

cess. Just as I’ve created this e-book, anyone can

their book. E-books are open to everyone. This can of-

download the “iBooks Author” application and send

ten mean that there is a lot of questionable e-books

their book directly to the iBooks store for no cost at all.

published, but it also means that minority groups and

They can make their book free, which allows anyone

peoples who cannot usually find a voice can publish

with an internet connection to view it. The topic of

whatever they want and be heard by a limitless amount

your book doesn’t need to be “trendy” in order to con-

of readers.

vince a publishing house to publish it, your genre can
be as specific as you want it to be because your novel

When speaking about Fifty Shades of Grey, Rose

costs nothing to produce, and your project can be as

Fox said “romance and erotica have been at the fore-

obscure as you want it to be because there are no barri-

front of the e-book revolution because you can take e-

ers to overcome.

books anywhere without telltale lurid covers revealing
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your reading habits.”

While erotica has been a huge

market for e-books, her quote is farther reaching: yes,
the coverless nature of e-books allows for discreetness,
but so does the fact that anyone can publish them. If a
person is scared of looking into any sort of information,
e-books allow them the freedom to search in privacy,
read in privacy, and publish without question.
Author and copy-right activist Cory Doctorow has
harnessed the democracy of e-books in a fantastic way.
His books are traditionally published by houses like
HarperCollins, but are also “simultaneously released
on the Internet under Creative Commons licenses that
encourage their re-use and sharing, a move that increases his sales by enlisting his readers to help promote his work.”

Even though he is a successful

author who could make money through the selling of
his books, he chooses to harness the democracy of ebooks and offer them for free to readers who may not
be able to pay for his works.
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Exploring
E-Literature

the negative words that the author writes against their
new place of employment.
When the story begins there is no instruction and no
set up. All that is seen is a short letter with a black bar
covering a word. When you click on the word a blink-

E-books, or in their full name, electronic books, be-

ing cursor appears asking for you to fill in the word. No

tray that they were in fat created as electronic copies

clues are given, and so you simply start guessing. It re-

of books. Through an exploration of what e-books can

veals a lot about what the reader wants to happen to

accomplish it is possible to see that e-books have

the story, and while the reader doesn’t directly manipu-

evolved into a form of their own. This has led to many

late the plot (it only moves forward when you enter the

fascinating projects in the creative way e-books can be

correct word), thinking up words forces you to create

manipulated and created.

different scenarios and imagine different outcomes.

1/ BLACKBAR by Mrgan LLC
Blackbar is a story about censorship. Told through letters that must
go “through the Department of
Communication,” it is quickly revealed that the Department of
Communication is censoring all of
15

2/ PRY by Tender Claws LLC

3/ DEVICE 6 by Simogo AB

In the about section of “Pry” they

DEVICE 6 starts with the warning

state that Pry “moves beyond

that “sound is necessary” to tell

eBook replication of print conven-

the story and uses sound through-

tions,” just as this essay has tried to

out the narrative to give clues

argue that e-books are able to do.

about what is happening. It plays
with space in a very unorthodox

Pry uses video to help the narrative, filmed in portrait

way, having you follow lines of text in far directions,

sizes, perfect for a phone or tablet. It also uses the in-

and then making you twist your e-reader to follow

teractivity of a screen have the reader fully delve into

along. There are also small windows that let you

the vision loss that the main character is experiencing

“peek” into what is going on behind the text, along

by pinching outwards to open his eyes and then to see

with interactive buttons that can manipulate the scenes

into his subconscious by pinching them closed.

behind.
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All of these games use elements that allow e-books to
be unique objects of art. They incorporate video, spatial freedom, coded answers, touch screens, typography, and more to tell specific stories that have special
ways of being understood. Reading about someone
losing their sight in a book is different than watching
someone lose their sight in a film, and both of those
things are different than having to force open someone’s eyes as they lose their vision in e-literature. Just
like any story, these could be told in a myriad of ways,
but that the authors chose to tell them through interactive e-books changes how we understand them.
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Conclusion

book formats, and that authors would start to make
books directly as e-books.
Along with this cultural reverence comes the feel-

This exercise of considering physical books and e-

ing that because anyone can publish an e-book it isn’t

books as two separate mediums with very separate

as special as having a physical book printed. For now, I

possibilities could be seen as futile. The cultural rever-

believe that e-books will remain the “electronic ver-

ence that we have for books will be incredibly difficult

sions of printed books” that we perceive them to be,

to displace and unfortunately I believe that the valuing

and that specially created e-books will remain a less

of e-books can appear as an attempt to displace physi-

popular medium.

cal books. In an article where he tried to predict the fu-

Hopefully, however, this essay has emphasized

ture of publishing, Hachette CEO Michael Pietsch ac-

that the two mediums are different, can achieve differ-

knowledges that one of the biggest fears of his indus-

ent things, and should be considered as separate

try is “A digital revolution [that] would cause e-books

works of art.

to replace printed ones, authors [to] overwhelmingly
choose self-publishing, and publishers [to] follow carriage makers into oblivion.”

It’s my wish that instead

of being seen as a threatening force, e-books could be
live peacefully beside printed books. I wish that their
functions, such as annotations, could be taken advantage of when printed books are being made into e-
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